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Good Weather is pleased to announce its forthcoming and final show in its current space 
in North Little Rock, Arkansas: solo exhibition Little Stone, Open Home, by Mariel Capanna 
(Born 1988, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Lives and works in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania). 

Little Stone, Open Home, will be a permanent, site specific fresco. Capanna’s rigorous and 
intensive practice, simultaneously labor, art, craft, and folk form, will explore the garage’s  
tripartite function as art gallery, gathering space, and home. The fresco will be built with several 
layers of freshly mixed lime plaster—a material which visual art, sacred spaces, and vernacular  
domestic architecture have in common. The garage door will be left open throughout the  
installation process, blurring the boundary between public and private, allowing the community 
to witness the development from the base coat through the intonaco (the final, smooth layer  
of plaster). Capanna has chosen to highlight Good Weather’s emphasis on the familial, the 
hospitable, the social, and the collective, by inviting artists, community members, and students
to add and subtract from the fresco, further transitioning the process from a solitary experience 
to a communal one. The fresco painting process activates a chemical reaction between earth  
pigment and lime which renders imagery an architectural part of the site where it’s painted.  
Fresco is, in this way, distinctly site specific, and represents Good Weather’s intention to  
continue to engage in a dialogue with its community as the gallery transitions into a new space  
in North Little Rock and as the original space becomes a landmark and permanent work by  
artist Mariel Capanna.

Capanna has completed fresco projects both in Philadelphia and Los Angeles. Recent work 
in this field include a fresco at Clockshop’s The Bowtie Project as part of Rafa Esparza’s 
Con/Safos; Residencies at Allies in Art: Fresco Project at Center for Creative Works  
(Wynewood, Pennsylvania) and Tacony LAB (Philadelphia); Fresco Workshop Instructor at  
the Philadelphia Museum of Art’s Teen Lounge; and study at Lorenzo de’ Medici School 
(Florence, Italy) with Lorenzo Casamenti (through an Independence Foundation Visual 
Arts Fellowship). Capanna has a BFA from Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts (PAFA)  
and studied at The Mountain School of Arts (MSA^) in 2016 and Skowhegan School of  
Painting and Sculpture in 2017. Little Stone, Open Home, is Capanna’s first solo exhibition 
with Good Weather, North Little Rock.

For further information please contact desk@goodweathergallery.com.

Mariel Capanna
Little Stone, Open Home, 
October 12, 2017–Ongoing
Opening/Revealing: 
Saturday, December 2, 2017 
12–6 pm 
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